
City of Alexandria, Virginia 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: JUNE 3,201 1 

TO: TH H ORAB M OR AhTD MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL 

FROM: B R ~  Z - L  OHN N, ACTING CITY MANAGER 

SUBJECT: CONSIDERATION OF A REPORT ON THE DESIGN PROPOSAL FOR THE 
CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON MEMORIAL 

ISSUE: Consideration of a report on the design proposal for the Charles Hamilton Houston 
memorial to be located outside the Charles Houston Recreation Center. 

RECOMMENDATION: That City Council: 

(1) Receive the report of the design proposal and schedule it for public hearing and 
consideration on Saturday, June 25,201 1; and 

(2) Following the public hearing, approve the winning artist and design proposal by the team 
of Jennifer Andrews and Gregg LeFevre (Attachment 1) for the Charles Hamilton 
Houston Memorial, as recommended by the Charles Hamilton Houston Memorial 
Selection Panel and Stakeholder Advisory Group, the Public Art Committee, and the 
Alexandria Commission for the Arts. 

BACKGROUND: The goal of the public art project is to honor and memorialize Charles 
Hamilton Houston and to recognize the historical importance of the former Parker-Gray High 
School. The project's overarching theme is Education and Civil Rights. 

As a nationally-known civil rights leader and vice dean of Howard University Law School, 
Charles Hamilton Houston influenced a generation of civil rights lawyers. He was a master 
tactician and successfully argued the Missouri ex. Rel. Gaines v. Canada case before the United 
States Supreme Court in 1938. The Gaines case, the first to establish the principle of equality of 
education, paved the road for the landmark decision in 1954 of Brown v. Board of Education. 
Fittingly, the victorious lawyer in the case that ended racial segregation was Houston's protege, 
Thurgood Marshall. 



Charles Hamilton Houston's involvement with Alexandria began when a group of concerned 
citizens petitioned for a new school and eventually appealed to the NAACP for 
assistance. Houston took on this challenge and used his knowledge and influence to aid 
Alexandria's Afiican American community in their fight. Their efforts were successful and a 
new Parker-Gray High School was built in 1950. In appreciation for his contributions to obtain 
the new school and to improve Alexandria's education system, the former Parker-Gray School 
was renamed the Charles Houston Elementary School. The school later became the Charles 
Houston Recreation Center. 

During the renovation project of the Charles Houston Recreation Center, Councilman Ludwig 
Gaines suggested the incorporation of public art to honor the memory of Charles Hamilton 
Houston. On June 19,2008, City Council voted to authorize the City Manager to appoint a 
selection panel, authorize the Mayor to appoint a stakeholder advisory group, and request staff 
and the Alexandria Commission for the Arts to proceed with fundraising for the Charles 
Hamilton Houston Memorial (Attachment 3). 

DISCUSSION: By invitation of the City Manager, a Selection Panel was formed in September 
of 2008. Charles Hamilton Houston Memorial Selection Panel members are as follows: 

Mary Cook, Torpedo Factory Artist Association 
David Hamilton, Howard University and Public Art Consultant 
Matthew Harwood, Public Art Committee 
Randy Schessele, Del Ray Artisans 
David Smedley, Professional Sculptor 
Beth Temple, Alexandria Arts Forum 

By invitation of the Mayor, a Stakeholder Advisory Group was formed in October of 2008. The 
Charles Hamilton Houston Memorial Stakeholder Advisory Group members are as follows: 

Rebecca Adams, Public Art Committee 
Lavern Chatman, Northern Virginia Urban League and Project Chairperson 
William Cromley, Park and Recreation Commission 
Eric Gray, Charles Houston Recreation Center Parent Advisory Board 
Ramona Hatten, Citizen at Large 
James Henson, Departmental Progressive Club 
Charles Hamilton Houston 111, Relative 
Love11 Lee, Parker Gray Alumni Association 
Roscoe Lewis, TC Williams High School Student 
Jennifer Lightfoot, NAACP 
Kathleen Pepper, Historic Alexandria Resources Commission 
Ethel Underwood, Society for the Preservation of Black Heritage 

City staff from the Department of Recreation, Parks and Cultural Activities served in a non- 
voting, ex-officio capacity on the Selection Panel. Staff from the Office of Historic Alexandria 
also participated in the project. 



Prior to the formation of the Selection Panel and Stakeholder Advisory Group, the Alexandria 
Commission for the Arts held numerous community meetings to learn about the interests of the 
community as it related to the public art project. The Selection Panel and Stakeholder Advisory 
Group hosted additional community meetings and outreach programs to gather input and support 
as well as to promote the public art project and contributions of Charles Hamilton Houston: 

05/28/09 Youth Mural Project, in partnership with the Target Gallery's FRESH Exhibition 
06/08/09 "Tea and Talk: Sharing Alexandria's Parker-Gray and Civil Rights Stories" 
06/29/09 Eight-week, youth art workshop 
12/07/09 "Tea and Talk II" 
04/02/1 1 "Meet the Artists" Reception 
0412 1 / 1 1 Community Meeting 

The City issued the Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for the Charles Hamilton Houston Memorial 
on August 7,2009 and closed the submission period on October 1,2009. City staff widely 
distributed the "Call to Artists" through various print and electronic media, a Web site, the City's 
electronic procurement system, several national public art listservs, and an artist database 
maintained by the Office of the Arts. The Selection Panel and Stakeholder Advisory Group used 
the RFQ applications to determine artist qualifications for the design, fabrication and installation 
of the memorial. 

Fifty-nine artistsldesign teams submitted applications in response to the RFQ. The Selection Panel 
reviewed all 59 applications independently and then met as a group on November 21,2009 to 
discuss and evaluate the submissions. Based on scores, the Selection Panel narrowed the list to 
eight for review by the Stakeholder Advisory Group. After evaluation by the Stakeholder 
Advisory Group and much discussion, the two groups voted to invite four artistsldesign teams to 
develop proposals: 

Team of Jennifer Andrews and Gregg LeFevre, New York, NY 
Christopher Erney, Alexandria, VA 
Team of Robert Firmin and Eugene Daub, Kensington, CA 
Preston Jackson, Dunlap, IL 

Each finalist received a $2,000 honorarium to develop a proposal and concept model for the 
memorial. On April 2,201 1, the four artists presented their proposals in person to the Selection 
Panel and Stakeholder Advisory Group at the Charles Houston Recreation Center. Staff from the 
Alexandria Black History Museum also attended the presentations. 

The public was invited to view the proposals, meet the artists, and submit their written comments 
at a public reception held that evening at the Charles Houston Recreation Center. The four 
finalists' concept models and sign boards were exhibited for public viewing for six weeks as 
follows: 

April 2 - May 2: Charles Houston Recreation Center, 901 Wythe Street 
May 2 - May 16: City Hall, 301 King Street 



The proposals represented the results of several months of extensive research by the artists and 
their creative vision and interpretation of the contributions of Charles Hamilton Houston and the 
Parker-Gray High School to Alexandria. 

On May 17,201 1, the Selection Panel and Stakeholder Advisory Group received copies of the 
public comments for their review. On May 19,201 1, the two groups met and discussed their 
evaluations of the proposals. The Panel discussed the proposals and used the following criteria 
to evaluate the proposals: 

Artistic merit of completed projects based on references, appropriateness of materials and 
concepts as they relate to the project goals and settinglcontext; 
Ability to meet the project's intent; 
Experience and success in creating public artworks, particularly outdoor installations, based 
on digital images of past work, including site-specific, sculptural, and functional works; 
Experience collaborating with other design professionals and citizens; and 
Maintenance requirements of proposed project 

The Selection Panel also considered the public comments, artists' resumes and staff interviews of 
the artists' professional references before submitting their evaluation scores and comments. 

After careful consideration and discussion, the Selection Panel and Stakeholder Advisory Group 
recommend that City Council awards the Charles Hamilton Houston Memorial commission to: 

Team of Jennifer Andrews and Gregg LeFevre 

On May 23,201 1, the Public Art Committee and Alexandria Commission for the Arts voted to 
endorse the Selection Panel's and Stakeholder Advisory Group's recommendation of the team of 
Jennifer Andrews and Gregg LeFevre. After a public hearing, I recommend that City Council 
award the commission to the winning artist team of Jennifer Andrews and Gregg LeFevre for the 
design proposal of the Charles Hamilton Houston Memorial. 

The estimated budget for the memorial is $300,000. A fundraising committee, led by Lavern 
Chatrnan, Chief Executive Officer, Northern Virginia Urban League and Mame Reiley, 
President, The Reiley Group, will assist with raising the necessary funds for the project. 

FISCAL IMPACT: The $300,000 budget will include the design, fabrication, materials, 
insurance, delivery and installation, travel, and any other incidental costs. A portion of the funds 
raised will be allocated toward maintenance of the project. There is no money budgeted for this 
public art project in the Department of Recreation, Parks and Cultural Activities budget. The 
goal is to have all project costs funded by private donations and grants, if possible. When 
fundraising is completed the design development and installation of the artwork will proceed 
through regular City processes. Should a phased-in approach be agreeable by all parties through 
a contract, work may commence in stages as funds are collected and as the design allows. 



ATTACHMENTS: 
Attachment 1 : Design Proposal by Team of Jennifer Andrews and Gregg LeFevre 
Attachment 2: Artists' Resumes 
Attachment 3: Docket Memo for 06/19/08 City Council Legislative meeting 
Attachment 4: Request for Qualifications 
Attachment 5: Press Releases 
Attachment 6: Public Comments Received During the Public Display Period 
Attachment 7: Memorandum to Public Art Committee and Alexandria Commission for the Arts 

Dated 05/20/ 1 1 
Attachment 8: Public Art Committee and Alexandria Commission for the Arts Recommendation 

STAFF: 
James Spengler, Director, Recreation, Parks and Cultural Activities (RPCA) 
Alisa Carrel, Deputy Director, RPCNOffice of the Arts 
Cheryl Anne Colton, Regional Program Director, RPCNOffice of the Arts 







STATEMENT OF DESIGN INTENT: CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON MEMORIAL 

Nearing his untimely death at fifty-four, Charles Hamilton Houston said he wanted his son "to remember his father 
as vigorous, impressive, and strong." Our design for a Memorial to Houston seeks to embody these characteristics. 
Created in multiple sections, the experience of the Memorial changes in relation to a viewer's vantage point. 
From the front, a photographic representation of Houston as a young lawyer aligns as a strong "public face." The 
bronze sculpture, rising ten feet off the ground, is situated so that Houston's eyes look across Wythe Street toward 
visitors of the Alexandria Black History Museum. Viewed from the side, the portrait opens up as one walks around 
it, revealing a series of quotes taken from different points in Houston's life. A transparent look into the inner 
workings of Houston's mind: reading these inspired words awakens a viewer's interest to know more. 

Stepping closer, a text panel on the Memorial's base details Houston's life and work. By sharing details about 
Houston's childhood, his struggles with military service, devotion to his studies as well as his accomplishments as a 
teacher and lawyer, this panel helps to bring his story to a human, relational level. 

Houston wanted people to comprehend and act upon the disparity that existed between African American 
schools and white schools. He realized the advantage of using a new medium to help people understand the 
existing situation. Movie camera in hand. Houston traveled across the US filming footage of African American and 
white schools. Unlike previous written reports of the disparity, Houston gave people a visual experience allowing 
them to witness the inequality first-hand. 

By designing a contemporary version of bronze statuary for this Memorial, we follow a similar aim to keep Houston 
and his life's work fresh for new audiences. Viewers are confronted with the complexity of this man, and invited 
to have an interaction with him. The portrait of Houston we present also challenges youth to view and understand 
this 'historic' figure in a contemporary way. As we move farther away from the Civil Rights era, we have a 
responsibility to keep an understanding of the Movement alive in the eyes of each generation. Unfortunately 
stories like Houston's can disappear into the pages of history books; too often they don't make it there at all. Using 
a contemporary visual language can help ensure the Memorial remains 'seen.' 

"Education is preparation for the competition of life." These words in bold metal text highlight the purpose of 
Houston's work and resonate as a challenge for us today. Large enough to read from vehicles on Wythe Street, 
this text running along the seat wall serves as a visual connection point between the Memorial and the building 
entrance. The quote's theme of the importance of education also relates to the adjacent timeline detailing the 
history of the Parker-Gray School. (Please see next page for more about the Timeline.) 

Our design intention for the Charles Hamilton Houston Memorial is to express the outward strength, balanced 
humanity and intelligence of this leader. Equally important to us is  a viewing experience that opens minds up to 
exploring ideas -creating a place that not only honors a great man, but also encourages interaction, thought 
and questioning. Houston's campaign to challenge the Jim Crow laws and dismantle the legal theory of 
"separate but e-cpal" was ultimately su&essful not only due to his energy and drive, but for his abiGy to analyze 
a com~ lex  IeaaI structure with new insiaht. His a~ t i tude  for critical thinkina was a ~owerfu l  tool for chanae. We C HA R L ES HAM I LTO N H O U S TO N - 
want v'isitors tYO the Houston Memorial recognke this, and in turn be inspired to'look at their own society with 
eyes opened and realize the potential power of their questioning. M EM0 RIAL + Parker-Gray History Series 

Conceptual Proposal >> AndrewsJLeFevre Studios 201 1 



STATEMENT OF DESIGN INTENT: PARKER-GRAY TIMELINE POSSIBLE TIMEUNE CONTENT: 

There is  no "one way" to tell the story of Alexandria's first African American High School, which is why our 
design includes a multi-faceted telling of history. Alexandria is  lucky to have a number of former Parker-Gray 
students among its community who are willing to share their stories. Their descriptions of what the classrooms 
looked and felt like, lessons learned from favorite teachers and other recollections can provide a genuine 
texture to the memory of the site that viewers can relate to. We would like to combine these personal 
histories alongside other historic texts and photographs to create a timeline that tells the story of education 
in Alexandria during the Civil Rights era and opens a discussion about current issues in education. 

Working with and learning from the members of a community is a process integral to our creative practice. 
Members of Alexandria's community will be encouraged to join our design team as we study and learn about 
the history of Parker-Gray High School, Houston's role in the school's existence, and the school's place in the 
larger context of the Civil Rights Movement. From research to fabrication, we envision this timeline of inset 
bronze panels as a collaboration with the neighborhood. 

The story of our shared Civil Rights history is a complex one. While the Civil Rights Movement may have had 
a common goal, people held very different ideas of equality and how to accomplish a free and equal 
society. We want to be honest to this complexity by sharing this site's story from different perspectives. 

The timeline leads a visitor from the Community Center in a path that culminates at the front of the Houston 
Memorial. It flows chronologically, touching on a number of different events and themes. Collaborating with 
the community will help us develop the content, and we currently imagine possible topics such as those listed 
above, right. 

Our studio has produced many projects which feature detailed bronze reliefs set underfoot in public spaces. 
"Art you can walk on" invites interaction, and we have witnessed the effect this installation method has of 
bringing people together. When people move next to each other to share the space above an inset work. 
barriers are broken and conversations are sparked. 

Visitors of all ages will find connection to the timeline. Interactive components will be included - perhaps a 
provided curriculum aid for local school programs, a place for students to leave their letters to Houston, an 
incorporated game, clue-hunt or opportunity to make rubbings with a crayon and paper from the bronze 
reliefs. These activities will encourage younger visitors to explore the timeline more intensively. Finally, it i s  
important to us that questions about education are included alongside the historic texts and 'facts'. We 
want the timeline series to function as a springboard for further discussion and thought for many generations 
to come. 

Early schools for African American children 
in Alexandria during and after the Civil War 

Details on the Hallowell and Snowden 
segregated boys and girls schools 

Profiles of principals Sarah Gray and John Parker 
Profiles of notable students 

The story of the Robert Robinson Library 
Images and descriptions of African American 
and white schools throughout the country 

An approachable narrative of the Gaines case and 
description of Houston's legal tactics for taking on 

"separate but equal" 

* - -A 

-$ 

CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON 
M EM0 RIAL + Parker-Gray History Series 

Conceptual Proposal >> AndrewsILeFevre Studios 201 1 









GENIUS IS NOT 
HALF SO MUCH 
INSPIRATION 
AS IT IS THE 

CULMINATION 
OF ENDLESS, 
PAINFUL AND 

INFINITELY 
APPLIED CAREFUL 

APPLICATION. 

THERE IS NO 
SUCH THING 
AS SEPARATE 
RUT EQUAL. 

SEGREGATION 
ITSELF IMPORTS 
INEQUALITY. 

EDUCATION IS 
PREPARATION 

FOR THE 
COMPETITION 

OF LIFE. 

LAWSUITS MEAN 
LITTLE UNLESS 
SUPPORTED BY 

PUBLIC OPINION. 
NOBODY NEEDS 
TO EXPLAIN ... 

THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THE 

LAW IN BOOKS 
AND THE LAW 

IN ACTION. 

I MADE UP MY 
MIND THAT I 

WOULD NEVER 
GET CAUGHT 
AGAIN WITH- 

OUT KNOWING 
MY RIGHTS; 

THAT IF LUCK 
WAS WlTH ME, 

AND I GOT 
THROUGH THIS 
WAR, I WOULD 

STUDY LAW 
AND USE MY 

TIME FIGHTING 
FOR MEN WHO 

COULD NOT 
STRIKE BACK. 

THIS FIGHT FOR 
EQUALITY OF 

EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITY 
WAS NOT AN 

ISOLATED 
STRUGGLE. 

ALL OF OUR 
STRUGGLES 
MUST TIE IN 

TOGETHER AND 
SUPPORT ONE 
ANOTHER -WE 
MUST REMAIN 
ON THE ALERT 

AND PUSH 
THE STRUGGLE 
FARTHER WlTH 

ALL OUR MIGHT. 

I WENT DOWN 
FIGHTING THAT 

[MY CHILD] 
MIGHT HAVE 
BETTER AND 
BROADER 

OPPORTUNITIES 
THAN I HAD 
WITHOUT 

9 PREJUDICE OR - 
BIAS OPERATING 
AGAINST HIM, 
AND THAT IN 
ANY FIGHT 
SOME FALL. 

- THE MAN WHO 
KILLED JIM CROW 

CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON 
M EM O R I A L + Parker-Gray History Series 

Possible quotes from Houston for interior panels of Memorial. Conceptual Proposal >> AndrewsJLeFevre Studios 201 1 



CROSS SECTION OF TYPICAL TIMEUNE PANEL INSTALLATION: 

BRONZE PANEL RELIEF WORK 
r 1111 6-3/32") 

/,BRONZE PANEL (114" THICK) 

SEALANT 

DEPRESSION 
7 / 1 6  

(CAULK) 
THREADED BOSS (318" DEEP) 
SEALANT (CAULK) (1132"-1116) 

I 

STAINLESS STEEL ANCHOR ROD 

PLAN VIEW OF MEMORIAL FABRICATION: 

ETCHED FACE 

PANELS ARE MEcHPiNKAuY JOINED HERE 511 I 

' PANELS ARk MECHANKALLY JOINEDHERE 

/ 

311 , 1 1 1 j 1  4 
- - 

I ETCHED FACE 1 

CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON 
M EM 0 R IA L + Parker-Gray History Series 

Conceptual Proposal >> AndrewsILeFevre Studios 201 1 








































































































































